atmet | Automation Became Soft!
Today, it is very important more than any time before to convert
organization's manual/paper work to systematic processes quickly &
easily, at the lowest possible cost & efforts.
Tens of BPMS & WF engines are there in the market, atmet is the preferred
solution when it comes to simplicity, adaptability, and flexibility, meeting
customer's needs effectively.

Today's Challenges:
Business administrators need to be capable enough to build & amend their
business processes themselves, eliminate the need to consult or revert
back to IT people.
Business processes, rules, policies are changing more frequent than ever
before, the right BPMS should be easy, and flexible enough to meet these
changes.

atmet empowers business users to define and continuously improve and
model sophisticated business processes with a great simplicity.
and can even integrate with any third party system to automate external
approvals. With atmet, automation of business processes in your
organization hasn't been easier.
However, BPMS should allow getting out of the process route anytime
easily without the need to modify the process itself.
atmet enables business users to route supporting information required to
each decision maker as per the business process they have defined.
Enabling the different stakeholders to move forward using the relevant
information and therefore stay ahead of the competition with agile and
accurate decision making process.
Graphical UI of BPMS & WF designers are great tools, but even so, they
need IT skills to be administrated. atmet went beyond the traditional

graphical UI designer and offered a straight forward & easy way of
creating and managing business processes.
Flexibility is the master, from process, steps, fields, down to actions &
timers

atmet Key Features:
 Web based, Bi lingual (supports Farsi, Turkish, Urdu, ..)
 Possibility to build unlimited number of processes, for unlimited
number of organizations (License is needed)
 Unlimited number of steps per each process, same process could be
different from organization to another
 Unlimited number of fields per each process and step
 Ability to create different types of fields, text editors, data driven
(drop down, radio button, check box), auto calculated, function based
fields, multi value fields
 Cascaded fields hierarchy, auto filled fields
 Ability to build your actions easily without coding; however, doors
open to create even more complicated functions using IT coding
capabilities
 Ability to create any number of timers, and assign actions as per
business rules
 Build unlimited physical & virtual teams/workgroups, assign to steps
& actions
 Users able to change the route and take adhoc actions on spot (as
per privileges you have)

atmet is designed to help customers across industries to automate their
business processes with just few clicks. This user friendly workflow
automation software allows decision makers & business users to create
any process in a very simple way. Regardless of the process complexity,
atmet enables not only define & design the business process but
implement & run it with no IT involvement needed

For more info, live demo, getting trial access,
Please contact us on www.eesbc.ae. info@essbc.ae. 00971 4 2699557

